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The Hilbert space of lower triangular Hilbert]Schmidt operators on the real line
is a natural analogue of the Hardy space of a half-plane, where the complex
numbers are now replaced by matrix-valued functions. One can associate with a
wbounded operator its ``values'' at a matrix-valued function see Ball et al., Oper.
 . x wTheory Ad¨ . Appl. 56 1992 , 52]89 , and this allows see Ball et al., Integral
 . xEquations Operator Theory 20 1994 , 1]43 to define and solve the analogue of the
two-sided Nudelman interpolation problem for bounded operators which form an
 ..analogue of H C . In this paper we consider the two-sided interpolation` q
problem with a Hilbert]schmidt norm constraint rather than the more common
.operator-norm constraint on the interpolant. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 w x w xThe bitangential interpolation problem BIP for short; see 10 and 12
.for the definition in the classes of functions analytic and bounded in the
open unit disk D or in the open upper half-plane C play an importantq
role in the theory of time-invariant linear systems. This problem was
w x w xstudied in 2 and 3 in the setting of Hardy functions. The need to
consider time-varying systems leads to natural generalizations of the
notion of analytic functions in D or in C : in the first case, analyticq
functions are replaced by bounded upper triangular operators between two
sequence spaces while in the second case they are replaced by bounded
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respectively, by diagonal operators and by multiplication operators by
bounded measurable functions. In each case, there is a natural generaliza-
tion of point evaluation, and this allows us to define the bitangential
interpolation problem in the nonstationary setting. The case of upper
triangular contractions which corresponds to discrete time time-varying
. w x w x w x w x w xsystem was considered in 4 , 11 , 6 , 7 , and 13 . The case of lower
triangular contractive integral operators which corresponds to the contin-
. w x w x w xuous time case was studied in 5 , 8 , and 9 .
The present paper is part of a series where the BIP is considered in
w xHardy spaces and in various analogues of these. In 1 solutions of the BIP
which satisfy a preassigned bound on the Hilbert]Schmidt norm are
sought. The objective of the present paper is to study this problem in the
setting of lower triangular integral Hilbert]Schmidt operators. To make
the statement of the problem precise we first recall some definitions and
introduce the necessary notations.
m= n . m= n . m= n .The symbols L R , L R , and L R stand for the set of all` 2 `, 2
 .  .  .  .m = n matrices with entries in L R , L R , and L R [ L R l` 2 `, 2 `
 . m= n .L R , respectively. Every function A g L R induces a multiplication2 `
 .operator M which by abuse of notation will also be denoted by A viaA
 . .  .  .the rule M f t s A t f t .A
 .Let D denote the operator of differentiation drdt. The domain D D of
 .the operator D s drdt is the set of all functions f g L R such that f is2
 .absolutely continuous on finite intervals and D f g L R . The operator2
m .D y M is a well-defined unbounded operator on L R with domainA 2
 .  .  .D D y M s D D . Let U t be a matrix function satisfying the differen-A A
tial equation
DU t s A t U t , U 0 s I t g R . 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .A A A m
 . In other words, U t is the fundamental matrix normalized to the identityA
.at t s 0 associated with the differential equation
D x t s A t x t , t g R. 1.2 .  .  .  .
Let us define the matrix function
y1U t , s [ U t U s . 1.3 .  .  .  .A A A
  ..which as is easily seen from 1.1 solves the following Cauchy problem:
d
U t , s s A t U t , s , U s, s s I . 1.4 .  .  .  .  .A A A ndt
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 .Note also that, in view of 1.1 ,
d
Xy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1U s yU U U s yU AU U s yU AA A A A A A A Adt
and, therefore,
d
U s, t s yU s, t A t . 1.5 .  .  .  .A Adt
w x w xFollowing 5 and 8 we call A a backward stable time-variant point or
stable time-variant point if there exist two constants M ) 0 and a 0 - a
.- 1 such that
sy tU t , s F Ma for s G t or .  .A
1.6 .
sy tU t , s F Ma for s F t , .  .A
respectively. In these two cases the differential operator D y M isA
 .boundedly invertible. We denote by R A the operator acting via the rule
y1 mR A w t s D y M w t , w g L R , .  .  .  .  . .  .A 2
which can be written as follows
`




R A w t s U t , s w s ds t g R , .  .  .  .  . . H A
t
whenever A is a backward stable time-variant point or stable time-variant
point, respectively.
We denote by X m= n the class of Hilbert]Schmidt integral operators2
m= n 2 .  . nF s F generated by L R -functions k t, s and acting from L intok 2 2
Lm by the rule2
q`
mFw t s y k t , s w s ds, w g L R . .  .  .  .  .H 2
y`
The space of Hilbert]Schmidt operators endowed with the inner product
def U :H , H s Tr H H .x2
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is a Hilbert space. We say that the operator F g X m= n is anticausalk 2
 .  .causal if the corresponding kernel function k t, s satisfies the condition
 .   . .k t, s s 0 for s F t k t, s s 0 for s G t . We denote the spaces of all
anticausal and causal operators by U m= n and L m= n, respectively, and2 2
 .refer to these spaces as to the spaces of upper respectively, lower
triangular Hilbert]Schmidt operators.
 .We remark that in this setting the class of lower upper triangular
operators plays the role of the class of functions analytic in the upper
 .lower half-plane whereas multiplication operators play the role of con-
stants. It is easily seen that X s U [ L and we denote by q and p the2 2 2
orthogonal projections of X onto U and L , respectively.2 2 2
w x It was shown in 5, Lemma 1.1 that, for any backward stable respec-
.  .y1 .tively, stable time-variant point A, the operator D y M M , whereA w
w g Lm, is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator. Moreover, by definition, this2
 . operator is anticausal respectively, causal , i.e., belongs to U respec-2
.tively, to L .2
To formulate the interpolation problem we need to define the ``point''
evaluation for lower triangular Hilbert]Schmidt operators. The next lemma
establishes the existence and uniqueness of the left and right point
evaluations, and is a nonstationary analogue of Cauchy's formula. For the
w x w xproof, see 9, Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 and 8, Proposition 2.2 . For the
w xdiscrete analogue, see 4, Theorem 7.3, p. 106 .
m= n m=m . n=n .LEMMA 1.1. Let F g L , and let A g L R and A g L R2 z ` p `
be backward stable time-¨ ariant points. Then there exist two functions X g
m= n . m= n .L R , Y g L R such that2 2
q F y X R A s 0 and qR A F y Y s 0. .  .  . .p z
The operators X and Y are called the generalized point e¨aluations and
nR  . nL  .are denoted by X s F A and Y s F A ; they can be writtenp z
 .explicitly in terms of the kernel function k t, s of the operator F s F ;k
w xsee 5, Proposition 1.1 .
We consider the interpolation problem whose data set is an ordered
collection
V s C , C , A , A , B , B , G 1.7 4  .q y p z q y
of matrix-valued functions
C g Ln=np R , C g Lm= np R , .  .q ` , 2 y `
B g Lnz=n R , B g Lnz=m R , .  .q ` y ` , 2
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np=np  .of backward stable time-varying points A g L R and A gp ` z
nz=nz  . nz=np  .L R and of a matrix-valued function G g L R , which is abso-` `, 2
lutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and satisfies the
following differential equation:
d
G t s A t G t y G t A t q B t C t y B t C t . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .z p y y q qdt
1.8 .
 .The problem associated with the data set 1.7 is:
m= n .Problem 1.2. Find all operators H g L R such that2
q HC y C R A s 0, 1.9 .  .  .y q p
qR A B H y B s 0, 1.10 .  . .z q y
qR A B HC y C R A q G s 0 1.11 4 .  .  . .z q y q p
under the norm constraint
def2 U5 5H s Tr H H F 1. 1.12 .  .x2
 .Note that condition 1.9 prescribes the right generalized value of HCy
at the backward stable time-varying point A and is therefore the right-sidedp
 .condition with respect to the interpolant H. Similarly, condition 1.10 is
called the left-sided condition, since it preassigns the left generalized value
of B H at a backward stable time-varying point A and is thereforeq z
 .left-sided with respect to the interpolant H. The third condition 1.11 has
to be added in order to take care of the compatibility of the previous two.
 .The variation of Problem 1.2 where condition 1.12 is replaced by
5 5 5 5h s sup Hh F 1`
n .hgL R2
w x w x w xis the topic of the papers 5 , 8 , and 9 . There it is shown that solutions
 .exist if and only if a certain time-varying Pick matrix L t is positive
semidefinite for all real t, and, in the nondegenerate case where the Pick
matrix is uniformly strictly positive definite, the set of all solutions H can
be parametrized via a linear fractional transformation
y1H s Q h q Q Q h q Q , .  .11 12 21 22
where the coefficients Q are ultimately determined by the interpolationi j
data, and h is a free-parameter lower triangular integral operator with
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5 5h F 1. In this paper we obtain the analogous existence criterion and`
parametrization of the set of all solutions for Problem 1.2. The set of all
solutions is given in the affine form
H s H q Q hQ ,min L R
where H , Q , and Q are explicitly computable from the interpolationmin L R
data, and h is a free-parameter lower triangular integral operator with
5 5 2 5 5 2h F 1 y H . It will be shown that H is the minimal2 2min min
Hilbert]Schmidt norm solution and therefore the existence criterion of
5 5the problem is that H F 1.2min
The outline of the paper is as follows: the paper consists of four sections
besides the Introduction. In the second section we review the continuous
w x w x w xsetting developed in 5 , 8 , and 9 . The right-sided interpolation problem
  .i.e., with only the interpolation condition 1.9 is solved in Section 3. The
dual results concerning the left-sided problem i.e., with only condition
 ..1.10 are stated in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we show that the
two-sided interpolation problem can be reduced to a pair of one-sided
problems and obtain the parametrization of all its solutions using the
preceding analysis.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we present a number of preliminary lemmas which will be
needed in the sequel.
n=m .LEMMA 2.1. Let G g L R be absolutely continuous with respect to`
n=n . m= m .Lebesgue measure and let A g L R and A g L R be backwardp ` z `
stale time-¨ ariant points. Then G is a solution of the Lyapuno¨ equation
GR A y R A G s R A B C y B C R A 2.1 .  .  .  . .  .p z z y y q q p
 .if and only if G satisfies the differential equation 1.8 .
w xProof. For the proof of necessity, see 9, Sect. 4 . To prove sufficiency,
n .  . n .we take c g L R and set f s R A c , which belongs to L R . More-2 p 2
over, f will be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure
n .  .for c in a dense set of L R . Applying both sides of 2.1 to the function2
c , we obtain the equation
Gf y R A Gc s R A B C y B C f . . .  .z z y y q q
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 .Applying the operator D y A to both sides of the latter equation, we getz
D y A G G D y A f s B C y B C f . .  . .z p y y q q
 .This implies 1.8 , since
DGf y G Df s GXf
n=m . n .for every choice of G g L R and f g L R , which are absolutely` 2
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
The next lemma can be proved using the arguments from the proof of
Lemma 2.1; details are omitted.
n=n .LEMMA 2.2. Let P g L R be absolutely continuous on any finite`
m= n .inter¨ al of the real axis R, let B and C be any elements of L R and`
n=m . n=n .L R , respecti¨ ely, and let A g L R be a backward stable time-¨ ariant` `
point. Then
1. P is a solution of the Lyapuno¨ equation
U UUR A BB R A s R A P q PR A 2.2 .  .  .  .  .
if and only if
d
U UP s AP q PA q BB ; 2.3 .
dt
2. P is a solution of the Lyapuno¨ equation
U UUR A C CR A s R A P q PR A 2.4 .  .  .  .  .
if and only if
d
U Uy P s A P q PA q C C. 2.5 .
dt
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that both P and Py1 are bounded matrix functions
which are absolutely continuous on any finite inter¨ al of R, and let A g
n=n .L R be a backward stable time-¨ ariant point. Then P is a solution of the`
 .   .. y1Lyapuno¨ equation 2.4 or, equi¨ alently, of 2.5 if and only if P is a
solution of the Lyapuno¨ equation
U UUy1 y1 y1 y1R A P C CP R A s R A P q P R A 2.6 .  .  .  .  .
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or, equi¨ alently, if and only if
d
U Uy1 y1 y1 y1 y1P s P A q AP q P C CP . 2.7 .
dt
 .  . y1 y1Proof. Upon replacing in 2.4 and 2.5 P and C by P and CP ,
 .  .respectively, we conclude by Lemma 2.2 that conditions 2.6 and 2.7 are
 .equivalent. To complete the proof it suffices to show that 2.7 is equiva-
 .  .lent to 2.5 . But this is self-evident: upon multiplying both sides of 2.5 by
y1  . y1P on the left and on the right and taking into account that drdt P s
Xy1 y1  .yP P P we get 2.5 .
 .  .It turns out that the Lyapunov equations 2.2 and 2.4 have unique
bounded solutions. The next lemma expresses these solutions in terms of
 .  .U t, s , the solution of the Cauchy problem 1.4 .A
 .  .LEMMA 2.4. The Lyapuno¨ equations 2.2 and 2.4 always ha¨e positi¨ e
semidefinite solutions:
t U U
F t s U t , s B s B s U t , s ds t g R .  .  .  .  .  .H1 A A
y`
 .is a solution of 2.2 and
` U U
F t s U s, t C s C s U s, t ds t g R 2.8 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H2 A A
t
 .is a solution of 2.4 . Moreo¨er, these solutions F and F are the unique1 2
 .  .bounded solutions of the equations 2.2 and 2.4 , respecti¨ ely.
 .  .Proof. Upon differentiating 2.8 and using 1.5 we get
U UXF t s yU t , t C t C t U t , t .  .  .  .  .2 A A
`U U Uy A t U s, t C s C s U s, t ds .  .  .  .  .H A A
t
` U Uy U s, t C s C s U s, t ds A t .  .  .  .  .H A A
t
U Us yC t C t y A t F t y F t A t , .  .  .  .  .  .2 2
 . which means that the function P s F satisfies 2.5 which, in turn, is2
 . .equivalent to 2.4 , by Lemma 2.2 . To show the uniqueness, let P be a
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 .  .solution of 2.5 . Then, in view of 1.4 ,
d
 :P t U t , s x s , U t , s x s .  .  .  .  .A 0 A 0dt
U UXs U t , s P t q P t A t q A t P t .  .  .  .  .  . .A
:= U t , s x s , x s .  .  .A 0 0
U U :s y U t , s C t C t U t , s x s , x s . .  .  .  .  .  .A A 0 0
 .Since A is a backward stable time-varying point, 1.6 holds and the
integral
` d
 :P t U t , s x s , U t , s x s dt .  .  .  .  .H A 0 A 0dts
` U U :s y U t , s C t C t U t , s x s , x s dt .  .  .  .  .  .H A A 0 0
s
 .U  . n=n .converges, since C t C t g L R . Hence the latter integral is equal`
to
 :  :y P s U s, s x s , U s, s x s s y P s x s , x s . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .A 0 A 0 0 0
 .On the other hand, in view of 2.8 ,
` U U :  :U t , s C t C t U t , s x s , x s dt s F s x s , x s .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H A A 0 0 2 0 0
s
 .  .and, since x is arbitrary, F s s P s for every s g R. To prove that F0 2 1
 .is the unique solution of 2.2 one can use in much the same arguments.
We recall that from the system-theoretic point of view the operators F1
 w x w xand F are observability and controllability Gramians see 5 and 8 for2
.more discussion on the subject .
3. RIGHT-SIDED INTERPOLATION
In this section we consider the following right-sided interpolation prob-
m= n .lem: find all operators H g L R satisfying the right-sided interpolation2
 .condition 1.9 .
DEFINITION. We shall call an operator M a strictly positive operator ifP
 .  .its symbol P t is strictly positive, i.e., P t G « I almost everywhere on R,
for some « ) 0.
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It is perhaps worth mentioning that if M is strictly positive then thereP
exists My1 s M y1 .P P
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be a strictly positi¨ e bounded solution of the Lya-R
puno¨ equation associated with the interpolation problem under study:
U UUR A C C R A s R A P q P R A . 3.1 .  .  .  .  .p y y p p R R p
Then the operator
U Uy1H s C P R A C 3.2 .  .R q R p y
m= n .  .belongs to L R and satisfies 1.9 .2
 .Proof. Upon using formula 3.2 we can write
U Uy1H C y C R A s C P R A C C R A y P R A . 4 .  .  .  .  .R y q p q R p y y p R p
 .Then using 3.1 we obtain that
Uy1H C y C R A s C P R A P . 3.3 .  .  .  .R y q p q R p R
y1  .USince the operators C P , and P g D and R A is lower triangular,q R R p
 .  .we conclude that q HC y C R A s 0.y q p
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a boundedly in¨ertible operator which satisfiesR
 .3.1 . Then the operator
U Uy1 n=nQ s I y C P R A C g L 3.4 .  .R y R p y
is lower triangular and unitary.
Proof. The fact that Q is lower triangular is obvious since all theR
 .terms in 3.4 are lower triangular operators. To prove that Q is unitaryR
 .we use 3.1 :
UU U Uy1 y1I y Q Q s C P R A C q C R A P C .  .R R y R p y y p R y
U U Uy1 y1y C P R A C C R A P C .  .y R p y y p R y
Uy1s C P R A P q P R A  .  .y R p R R p
U U Uy1yR A C C R A P C s 0.4 .  .p y y p R y
Since P is the boundedly invertible solution of the Lyapunov equationR
 .3.1 , by Lemma 2.3, we conclude that
U UUy1 y1 y1 y1R A P C C P R A s P R A q R A P . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .p R y y R p R p p R
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Therefore,
UU U Uy1 y1I y Q Q s C P R A C q C R A P C .  .R R y R p y y p R y
UU Uy1 y1y C R A P C C P R A C .  .y p R y y R p y
Uy1 y1s C P R A q R A P .  .y R p p R
UU Uy1 y1yR A P C C P R A C s 0, .  . 4p R y y R p y
which completes the proof of the lemma.
m= n  .THEOREM 3.3. An operator H g L satisfies 1.9 if and only if it can2
be represented as
ÃH s H q HQ , 3.6 .R R
Ã .  .where H and Q are gi¨ en by 3.2 and 3.4 , respecti¨ ely, and H is anR R
element from L m= n.2
m= n  .Proof. Let H g L satisfy 1.9 . Then, according to Lemma 3.1, the2
operator S [ H y H is subject to the right-sided homogeneous conditionR
qSC R A s 0. 3.7 .  .y p
To complete the proof, it suffices to prove that an operator S g L m= n2
 .satisfies the homogeneous condition 3.7 if and only if it is of the form
Ã Ã m= nS s HQ for some H g L . 3.8 .R 2
m= n Ã U .Let S g L satisfy 3.7 . Upon setting H [ SQ , we get2 R
Ã U y1 UH s SQ s S I y C R A P C . . .R y p R y
y1 U  .Since S g L , P g D, C g D , and, on account of 3.7 ,2 R y 2
qSC R A Py1 CU s 0 .y p R y
Ã m= nand, therefore, H g L .2
 .  .To prove the converse we note that in view of 3.1 and 3.4 ,
U Uy1Q C R A s I y C P R A C C R A .  .  . .R y p y R p y y p
Uy1s C R A y C P R A P q P R A 4 .  .  .y p y R p R R p
Uy1s yC P R A P , 3.9 .  .y R p R
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 .which implies that the operator Q C R A is lower triangular. There-R y p
Ã m= nfore, for every H g L2
Ã m= nHQ C R A s SC R A g L , .  .R y p y p 2
 .which implies 3.7 and completes the proof of the theorem.
 .LEMMA 3.4. The operator H gi¨ en by 3.2 has minimal norm among allR
m= n  .L -operators satisfying the interpolation condition 1.9 .2
Proof. To prove this lemma it is enough to show that H is orthogonalR
Ã m= nto HQ . Indeed, according to Theorem 3.3 every H g L satisfyingR 2
 .  . 5 5 5 51.9 admits the representation 3.6 . Therefore, H F H . The proofR
Ãthat H is orthogonal to HQ is a straightforward calculation which isR R
 .  .based on the formulas 3.2 and 3.4 . Indeed, from these formulas and the
 .Lyapunov equation 3.1 it follows that
H QU s C R A Py1 CU g L m= n . .R R q p R y 2
Since Q is unitary, the statement of the lemma drops easily from theR
observation that
Ã U Ã :  :H , HQ s H Q , H s 0.X XR R R R2 2
As a simple consequence of the previous result one can describe the set
of all the solutions to the right-sided interpolation problem with norm
constraint.
THEOREM 3.5. Let P be a strictly positi¨ e solution of the Stein equationR
 .  .3.1 . Then there exists a solution of the right-sided interpolation problem 1.9
Ã5 5of norm less than 1 if and only if H F 1.R
Moreo¨er, all the solutions of norm less than 1 can be described ¨ia formula
Ã m= n .3.6 , where in this case the parameter H g L satisfies the following norm2
constraint:
1r22Ã5 5 5 5H F 1 y H . .2 2R
4. LEFT-SIDED INTERPOLATION
In this section we consider the left-sided interpolation problem: find all
m= n .  .operators H g L R satisfying the left-sided interpolation condition 1.10 .2
We supply here the facts concerning this problem. The proofs can be
carried out in complete analogy to the proofs of the corresponding results
of the previous section.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let P be a strictly positi¨ e solution of the Lyapuno¨L
 .equation 2.2 associated with the interpolation problem:
U UUR A B B R A s R A P q P R A . .  .  .  .z q q z z L L z
Then the operator
H s BU R A Py1B 4.1 . .L q z L y
 .satisfies 1.10 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let P be a boundedly in¨ertible operator which satisfiesL
 .2.2 . Then
UU y1Q s I y B R A P B 4.2 . . .L q z L q
is a lower triangular unitary operator.
m= n  .THEOREM 4.3. H g L satisfies the interpolation condition 1.10 if2
and only if it can be represented as
ÃH s H q Q H , 4.3 .L L
Ã m= n .  .where H and Q are gi¨ en by 4.1 and 4.2 , respecti¨ ely, and H g L .L L 2
 .LEMMA 4.4. The solution H gi¨ en by formula 4.1 has the smallest normL
 .among all the solutions to the left-sided interpolation problem 1.10 .
Once again as a simple consequence of the previous lemma we can
describe the set of all the solutions to the left-sided interpolation problem
with norm constraint.
THEOREM 4.5. Let P be a strictly positi¨ e solution of the Stein equationL
 .2.2 . Then there exists a solution of the right-sided interpolation problem
Ã . 5 51.10 of norm less than 1 if and only if H F 1.L
Moreo¨er, all the solutions of norm less than 1 can be described ¨ia formula
Ã m= n .4.3 , where in this case a parameter H g L satisfies the following norm2
constraint,
1r22Ã5 5 5 5H F 1 y H . .2 2L
5. TWO-SIDED INTERPOLATION
Using the results from the previous sections we can describe the set of
all the solutions to the two-sided problem. To do this we reduce Problem
1.2 to a pair of one-sided problems. Such a reduction is provided by the
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following result:
m= n .  .THEOREM 5.1. Let H g L R be an operator satisfying 1.9 , i.e., of2
 .the form 3.6 :
ÃH s H q HQ ,R R
Ã .  .where H and Q are gi¨ en by 3.2 and 3.4 , respecti¨ ely, and H is anR R
m= n .  .  .element of L R . Then H satisfies also conditions 1.10 and 1.11 if and2
Ãonly if H is subject to the left-sided interpolation condition
Ã ÃqR A B H y B s 0, 5.1 . .  /z q y
where
Ã y1 UB s B q GP C . 5.2 .y y R y
 .Proof. First, we prove the sufficiency part. Let H be of the form 3.6
 .  .  .  .and let 5.1 be in force. Substituting 3.6 into 1.10 and 1.11 we
conclude that it is enough to check that
ÃqR A B H q B HQ y B s 0 5.3 . .  .z q R q R y
and
ÃqR A B H q HQ C R A y B C R A q G s 0. 5.4 .  .  . 4 .  /z q R R y p q q p
n=n  .Since Q g L and in view of 5.1 ,R
Ã Ã ÃqR A B HQ s q qR A B H Q s qR A B Q , .  .  .z q R z q R z y R / /
 .which allows us to rewrite 5.3 in the following equivalent form:
ÃqR A B H q B Q y B s 0. 5.5 . .  .z q R y R y
 .  .  .Upon making use of the explicit formulas 3.2 , 3.4 , and 5.2 for H , Q ,R R
Ãand B we represent the left-hand side of the latter equality asy
U U Uy1 y1qR A B C y B C P R A C q GP C .  . .z q q y y R p y R y
UU Uy1 y1yGP C C P R A C . 4R y y R p y
1 2 3s q q q . 4" " "
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 .Since G satisfies the Lyapunov equation 2.1 ,
Uy1 Uy11 s R A G y GR A R A P R A C .  .  . 4 ." z p p R p y
U UU Uy1 y1 y1s R A GR A P R A C y GP R A C , .  .  . .z p R p y R p y
 .whereas usage of 3.5 leads to
Uy1 Uy1 y13 s yR A GR A P R A q R A P C .  .  . 4 ." z p R p p R y
Uy1 Uy12s y y R A GR A P R A C . .  . ." z p R p y
Hence,
Ã 1 2 3qR A B H q B HQ y B s q q q 4 .  . " " "j q R q R y
U Uy1s yqGP R A C .R p y
y1  .U U mz=m  .and, since GP R A C g L , the latter equality implies 5.3 .R p y 2
 .  .  .Next, in view of 3.9 and 3.3 , condition 5.4 is equivalent to
U Uy1 y1ÃqR A B C P R A P y B HC P R A P q G s 0. .  . .  .z q q R p R q y R p R
5.6 .
y1  .U n=np  .Furthermore, since C P R A P g L and in view of 5.1 ,y R p R
U Uy1 y1Ã ÃqR A B HC P R A P s q qR A B H C P R A P .  . .  .z q y R p R z q y R p R / /
Uy1Ãs qR A B C P R A P , . .z y y R p R
 .which allows us to represent 5.6 in the following equivalent form:
U Uy1 y1ÃqR A B C P R A P y B C P R A P q G s 0. .  . .  .z q q R p R y y R p R
 .Upon using 5.2 we represent the left-hand side of the latter equality as
Uy1qR A B C y B C P R A P .  . .z q q y y R p R
UUy1 y1 1 2 3yGP C C P R A P q G s q q q . . 4  4" " "R q y R p R
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 .In view of 2.1 ,
U Uy1 y1 y11 s R A GR A P R A P y GP R A P , .  .  . ." z p R p R R p R
 .whereas 3.5 implies
Uy1 y12 s yR A G y R A GR A P R A P .  . .  ." z z p R p R
Uy1 y13s y y R A GR A P R A P . .  . ." z p R p R
Therefore,
ÃqR A B H q HQ C R A y B C R A q G .  . 4 .  /z q R R y p q q p
1 2 3s q q q 4" " "
Uy1s yqGP R A P .R p R
y1  .U nz=np  .and, since GP R A P g L , the latter equality implies 5.4 . ThisR p R
completes the proof of this part.
Now we prove the necessity part of the theorem: Let H be of the form
 .  .  .3.6 and satisfy interpolation conditions 1.10 and 1.11 . Since Q isR
 .unitary, it follows from 3.6 that
Ã UH s H y H Q .R R
Ãand it remains to check that this H satisfies the interpolation condition
 .5.1 :
U ÃqR A B H y H Q y B s 0. 5.7 .  . .  .z q R R y
 .  .Since H satisfies 1.10 and 1.11 ,
qR A B HQU s qR A B H y qR A B HC R A Py1 CU . .  .  .z q R z q z q y p R y
s qR A B y qR A B C R A Py1 CU . .  .z y z q q p R y
q qR A GPy1 CU . .z R y
 .  .  .Next, from 3.2 and 3.4 using the Lyapunov equation 3.5 we have that
H QU s yC R A Py1 CU . .R R q p R y
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From the two latter equalities we get
qR A B H y H QU s qR A B q GPy1 CU , . .  .  .z q R R z y R y
 .  .which is equivalent to 5.7 on account of 5.2 .
Ã m= n  .By Theorem 4.3, all H g L satisfying condition 5.1 are
parametrized by the formula
Ã ÃH s H q Q h , 5.8 .L L
 .where Q is given by 4.2 ,L
U y1 ÃH s B R A P B 5.9 . .L q z L y
m= n  .and h is an arbitrary element of L . Therefore, upon substituting 5.8
 .into 3.6 we obtain a representation for all the solutions to the two-sided
interpolation problem without constraints which is presented in the follow-
ing:
THEOREM 5.2. An operator H is a solution to the two-sided interpolation
problem without constraints if and only if it admits the following representa-
tion:
ÃH s H q H Q q Q hQ , 5.10 .R L R L R
Ã  .  .  .  .where H , H , Q , and Q are gi¨ en by 3.2 , 4.1 , 3.4 , and 4.2 ,R L R L
respecti¨ ely.
In much the same way as it was done in the previous two sections we
obtain a representation for all the solutions to the two-sided interpolation
problem with normal constraints:
THEOREM 5.3. There exists a solution of the two-sided interpolation prob-
lem of norm less than 1 if and only if a minimal norm solution
ÃH s H q H Q ,min R L R
Ã  .  .where H and H are gi¨ en by 3.2 and 4.1 , is of norm less than 1:R L
2 Ã 2 25 5 5 5 5 5H s H q H F 1.2 2 2min L R
Moreo¨er, all the solutions of norm less than 1 can be described ¨ia formula
 . m= n5.10 , where in this case the parameter h g L satisfies the following2
norm constraint:
1r22 2Ã5 5 5 5 5 5h F 1 y H y H .2 2 2 /R L
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